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Abstract

Despite rapid developments in the field of Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) in the past
few years, the task of Multilingual Entity Link-
ing (MEL) and especially its end-to-end formu-
lation remains challenging. In this paper we
aim to evaluate solutions for general end-to-
end multilingual entity linking by conducting
experiments using both existing complete ap-
proaches and novel combinations of pipelines
for solving the task. The results identify the
best performing current solutions and suggest
some directions for further research.

1 Introduction

Entity linking (EL) (Hoffart et al., 2011),
(Cucerzan, 2007) is the task of mapping mentions
in unstructured text to entities in an existing Knowl-
edge Base (KB). It has drawn the attention of many
researchers in the past few years due to its appli-
cation in different areas of NLP, including Ques-
tion Answering (De Cao et al., 2019), (Yin et al.,
2016), (Wang et al., 2021), Relation Extraction
(Baldini Soares et al., 2019), Dialogue (Chen et al.,
2017a), (Bordes et al., 2017), (Wen et al., 2017)
and Biomedical systems (Bhowmik et al., 2021),
(Zheng et al., 2015). Even though there has been a
significant improvement in the field recently (Cao
et al., 2021), (Wu et al., 2020), (Ayoola et al., 2022),
the task of EL and especially in the cross-lingual
(Ji et al., 2015), (McNamee et al., 2011), and MEL
setups remain challenging. Different approaches
have been proposed for solving this task, some
of which are based on more traditional methods
(Brank et al., 2017), (Delpeuch, 2020) and others
exploit the recent discoveries in the field of natural
language processing (Cao et al., 2021), (Wu et al.,
2020), (Ayoola et al., 2022), (Botha et al., 2020).
This paper will present experiments comparing the
performance of various methods for a MEL task.

2 Multilingual Entity Recognition and
Disambiguation Methods

In EL, also known as named-entity recognition
and disambiguation (NERD) words of interest in
an unstructured text are mapped to corresponding
unique entities in an existing target KB. Formally it
can be defined as the task of linking a given entity
mention m in a given context c to the corresponding
entity e in a KB. For the multilingual definition
a set of languages L is added and the context is
defined as language specific (context c of language
l). It also requires a multilingual KB. As the name
NERD suggests, the task consists of two subtasks,
namely named-entity recognition (NER) and entity
disambiguation (ED). Two general groups of EL
methods exist. One focuses on performing entity
disambiguation but requires correctly annotated
entities or at least entity spans in its input. The
second takes plain text input and performs both
recognition and disambiguation in one or more
steps.

NER (Sundheim, 1995) is a fundamental task in
NLP which consists of recognising entities in text,
and identifying their types. In the past years, dif-
ferent approaches have been developed, including
statistical machine learning methods (Zhou and Su,
2002), (Agerri et al., 2014), neural networks based
ones (Strubell et al., 2017), (Xia et al., 2019) and
a combination of both (Huang et al., 2015), (Chen
et al., 2017b). The recent advances in the field of
NLP introduced the application of richer contextual
embeddings computed via Transformer models (He
et al., 2021), (Devlin et al., 2019), (Vaswani et al.,
2017) and have significantly improved the state-
of-the-art (SOTA) of the task. In particular, these
impressive results were achieved on benchmark
datasets such as CoNLL03 (Tjong Kim Sang and
De Meulder, 2003) and OntoNotes (Hovy et al.,
2006). Nevertheless, it has been stated that the
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reason for this improvement lays not only on the
model, but the fact that the benchmark datasets
lack the presence of multiple practical challenges
and these new models actually have problems de-
tecting and classifying complex or unseen entities
(Augenstein et al., 2017), (Meng et al., 2021). To
address this issue, the dataset MultiCoNER (Mal-
masi et al., 2022) was developed which includes
complex entity mentions with higher granularity
on the type definition. With the introduction of the
MultiCoNER2 task (Fetahu et al., 2023), which
focus on tackling multilingual named entity recog-
nition (NER) in fine-grained and noisy scenarios,
a lot of promising approaches for general entity
recognition have been proposed (Garcı́a-Ferrero
et al., 2023), (Tan et al., 2023).

mGENRE (De Cao et al., 2022), a MEL sys-
tem based on autoregression, has emerged as the
state-of-the art as measured on the major multilin-
gual datasets. It is therefore a main focus of the
experiments in our work.

3 Evaluated Approaches

In our work we experiment with three different
end-to-end EL approaches: a classical approach,
Wikifier (Brank et al., 2017), and two systems that
we build as a combination of mGENRE (De Cao
et al., 2022) with a multilingual NER model and a
multilingual EBD method.

3.1 Wikifier

Wikification is a simple approach for multilingual
text annotations, a process in which a text is an-
notated with relevant concepts from Wikipedia.
Each Wikipedia article is treated as a Wikipedia
concept and the relations between the concepts
are expressed by the links between the articles.
Wikipedia is large, multilingual and contains gen-
eral knowledge and is therefore a popular choice
for a target database in different entity linking ap-
proaches.

We experiment with a Wikifier (Brank et al.,
2017) based on page rank and global disambigua-
tion which provides a semantic annotation in 100
languages. Instead of trying to detect separate en-
tities in the text and then map them to correspond-
ing Wikipedia concepts, Wikifier sees the text as
a whole and aims at finding suitable annotations
which are supported by multiple mentions of the
text. In this way it follows the intuition that most
mentions in a text should be similar and related

to common topics. Based on the page rank of a
concept and its support by mentions in the text, a
decision is made if it is a suitable annotation for the
given text. When returning the final list of annota-
tions for a text, Wikifier does not return the exact
mention match for the concept, but a list with all
mentions in the text which support the annotation.
Wikifier is available as a public web service which
we used for our experiments.

3.2 mGENRE Disambiguation

mGENRE (multilingual GENRE) (De Cao et al.,
2022) is a system for general MEL, which predicts
the label of the corresponding entity in a multilin-
gual KB from left to right, token-by-token using
autoregression which enables it to effectively cross-
encode mention and entity labels to capture more
interactions than the standard dot product between
mention and entity vectors. It is also capable of fast
search in KBs even for mentions that are not part of
mention tables and without need of large-scale vec-
tor indices. In contrast to most MEL approaches
which implement a single representation for each
entity, mGENRE maps against entities in multiple
languages and with that enables exploiting relations
between mention in text and target name.

It also works in a zero-shot setting for languages
without any training data, since it processes the tar-
get language as a latent variable and marginalises
it during prediction. mGENRE ranks each element
in a knowledge base by computing a score with an
autoregressive formulation. It is based on a fine
tuned mBART (Liu et al., 2020) architecture. Beam
search is used to pre-select top-k linking candidates
for each entity. GENRE employs a prefix tree (trie)
to enable constrained beam search and then gener-
ate only valid entity identifiers. In order to extend
GENRE in multilingual settings, the authors use
canonical entity representation and multilingual en-
tity representation for training and marginalisation
during testing and inference.

mGENRE has achieved SOTA results for MEL
on several datasets ( Mewsli-9 (Botha et al., 2020),
TR2016 (Tsai and Roth, 2016), KBP2015 (Ji et al.,
2015)) and is currently the best general MEL sys-
tem so we have decided to use it in our experiments
and combine it with a suitable entity (boundary)
detection algorithms. In our experiments, we ap-
ply the pre-trained mGENRE model provided by
its authors which is fine-tuned an mBART (Liu
et al., 2020) model that had been pre-trained on
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125 languages using Wikipedia hyperlinks in 105
languages.

3.3 EBD + mGENRE Entity Disambiguation

The entity boundary detection (EBD) (Garcı́a-
Ferrero et al., 2023) is a transformer-based mul-
tilingual masked language model pre-trained on
text in 100 languages (Conneau et al., 2020), and
works as follows: Given unlabelled text as input,
it predicts the boundaries of a named entity by
analysing the structure of the input sentence. This
task is presented as a sequence labelling task in
which the model predicts for each token if it is part
of an entity or not by classifying it in one of the
categories: ”B-ENTITY”, ”I-ENTITY”, and ”O”,
where ”B-ENTITY” stands for beginning of an en-
tity, ”I-ENTITY” is for inside an entity and ”O”
means no part of entity.

The approach is based on a multilingual XLM-
RoBERTa-large model (Conneau et al., 2020) with
a linear token classification layer on top of each
token representation. Its is based on the sequence
labelling implementation of the Huggingface open-
source library (Wolf et al., 2020). Five different
independent models have been trained and then a
majority vote has been used as the ensemble strat-
egy at inference time. No trained model was avail-
able, however, there were instructions and code
available on how to replicate the training of the
models. Therefore we followed these instructions
and trained five different models, choosing the best
one afterwards using the same strategy described
in the paper.

The boundaries detected by the EBD model are
then processed using the mGenre model presented
in the previous subsection.

3.4 SpaCy multilingual NER + mGENRE
Entity Disambiguation

SpaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) is an open-
source Python library focusing on advanced NLP.
Currently SpaCy supports more than 70 languages
and provides pre-trained pipelines for NER. SpaCy
comes with a separate pipeline for each of the
languages. While a multilingual model exists, it
is quite small and limited so individual language
pipelines need to be used. However, since it is one
of the most used and reliable libraries for NLP (Lor-
ica and Nathan, 2021) we consider it an interesting
candidate for performing the entity recognition part
of an end-to-end entity linking system.

SpaCy returns the start and end indices for each
annotation so it can be combined with mGENRE
EL in the same way as the EBD model described
previously.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

In our experiments we use two datasets, one freely
available multilingual dataset Mewsli9 (Botha et al.,
2020), which contains mentions linked to Wikidata
and one custom dataset, consisting of documents
in three languages extracted from the Database
of Known Fakes (DBKF) (Tagarev et al., 2021).
The choice of Mewsli-9 is justified by the fact that
mGENRE has already been tested on it and there-
fore using Mewsli-9 will allow us to compare the
entity disambiguation of Wikifier and mGENRE.
On the other hand, Mewsli-9 is an entity disam-
biguation dataset in which not all mentions have
been tagged and therefore it is not a suitable dataset
for testing end-to-end entity linking. For this rea-
son, instead of using another entity disambiguation
dataset, we chose to compare overall performance
of the three approaches on a small selection of text
from the DBKF (Tagarev et al., 2021). It is multi-
lingual, it contains fact checking news articles on
recent events which can be more challenging to
link to a KB. These texts would give a better view
on how the tested systems perform in a real world
scenario.

4.1.1 Mewsli9 Dataset
Mewsli-9 (Botha et al., 2020) (short for ”Multilin-
gual Entities in News, linked”) is a large multilin-
gual dataset which contains nearly 300,000 men-
tions across 9 languages from different language
groups (English, German, Spanish, Arabic, Serbian,
Japanese, Turkish, Persian, Tamil). The dataset is
freely available and each mention is linked to a
WikiData item, which makes the dataset suitable
for our experiments.

An interesting feature of the dataset is that it
contains many entities that lack English Wikipedia
pages and which are thus not accessible to a lot
of cross-lingual systems. Mewsli-9 consists of
289,087 entity mentions (with no predefined splits)
which are to be found in 58,717 originally written
news articles from WikiNews, covering different
genres. In contrast to other multilingual datasets,
which cover only European languages (e.g. VoxEL
(Rosales-Méndez et al., 2018)), the Mewsli-9 cor-
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pus contains languages which represent five lan-
guage families and six orthographies. The dataset
is however not balanced between the languages.

4.1.2 DBKF Dataset

Apart from Mewsli9 we also use a small selection
of debunks from the Database of Known Fakes
(DBKF) (Tagarev et al., 2021) consisting of 90
documents in three languages, English, German
and Spanish. The test dataset contains two docu-
ment types, claims and claim reviews. Claims are
short texts describing a (false) claim and reviews
are whole debunking articles. The documents are
not annotated with ground truth annotation, which
means that during evaluation only precision could
be measured. An approximation of recall can be
estimated based on the total number of unique valid
annotations produced by the three systems.

4.2 Experimental Design

As the goal of the paper is to explore and compare
end-to-end entity linking systems, we have defined
two types of experiments covering different parts
of the tested approaches.

The first is to run Wikifier on Mewsli-9 dataset.
Since mGENGRE achieves state-of-the-art results
on Mewsli9 and we want to allow comparison be-
tween the two approaches, we have decided to test
Wikifier on Mewsli-9. Such an experiment focuses
on evaluation of the entity disambiguation part,
but we also try to analyse the overall performance
based on the results.

The second is to compare the three end-to-end
entity linking solutions on the DBKF extract. The
three solutions compared, as described in Section
3, are Wikifier, EBD + mGENRE and SpaCy +
mGENRE.

5 Results

5.1 Results on Mewsli-9

We first evaluate the performance of Wikifier on
the Mewsli-9 dataset in order to compare perfor-
mance with mGENRE disambiguation. The results
are shown in Table 1. Clearly, applying Wikifier
on the dataset provides an immediate challenge in
that Wikifier doesn’t simply link already annotated
entities but discovers them within the text. This
leads to a significant mismatch in recognised enti-
ties between Wikifier and the gold standard (Note:
here a partial overlap is treated as two mismatches).

In order to compare the performance of the al-
gorithm to the existing approaches, we define a
precision score that is applied only to entities that
are in the gold standard and recognised by Wikifier.
This means the results are not completely compa-
rable but they are calculated over a subset of the
Mewsli-9 annotations.

Table 2 shows the results of running the
mGENRE model on Mewsli-9 (De Cao et al.,
2022). While technically the numbers for accuracy
over the whole dataset are lower than the precision
of Wikifier, it is important to consider that the Wik-
ifier precision is only calculated on a subset of the
annotation.

At this point we need to consider the two major
concerns with our approach to evaluating Wikifier
on the Mewsli-9 dataset. They both stem from the
fact that the Named Entity Recognition (NER) has
a significant mismatch. Immediately relevant is the
issue with gold standard entities that are not recog-
nised by Wikifier. Referencing Table 1 again, we
see that Wikifier in fact fails to precisely recognize
over 40% of all annotation in the gold standard.

On the other hand is the concern that Wikifier
recognizes many concepts that are not part of the
gold standard and cannot be evaluated. Actually
there are almost three times as many entities tagged
by Wikifier than can be found in the gold standard
and it is important to understand what is in there.
We have expected this behaviour, since as already
mentioned Mewsli-9 is a EL datasets in which not
all mentions are tagged. In order to achieve a fair
comparison of the three tested systems, we pro-
ceeded with manually evaluated experiments on
our custom dataset.

5.2 Results on Manual Evaluation

For the next part of the experiments we annotated
all 90 documents from our custom dataset with
all three systems of interest. We then randomly
selected a subset of all annotations (200 per sys-
tem) that were annotated by multiple annotators
reaching agreement. The evaluation included two
judgements- entity recognition and entity disam-
biguation. For the first step, we defined three possi-
bilities, exact, partial and false as we also want to
examine if entities which are not exactly detected
by the first step of an approach can be correctly
linked to Wikidata by the Entity Disambiguation
part of the systems. In other words, check whether
the ED step is capable of fixing errors of NER or
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Lang Errors Only WF Only GS Both Precision Recall F1
en 1235 173483 38560 41093 0.96 0.51 0.67
de 1378 173910 21114 43807 0.96 0.67 0.79
es 1187 152925 22495 33240 0.96 0.59 0.73
ar 37 42846 3442 3166 0.98 0.43 0.60
fa 9 1925 214 307 0.97 0.57 0.72
ta 28 9156 1588 1098 0.97 0.41 0.58
tr 78 7015 3272 2464 0.96 0.42 0.59
ja 134 108708 16563 17741 0.99 0.51 0.68
sr 543 68643 13982 21687 0.97 0.61 0.75
all 4629 738611 121230 164603 0.97 0.57 0.72

Table 1: Results form running Wikifier over the Mewsli-9 dataset.

EBD and with that can improve the overall perfor-
mance. The second step includes evaluation of ED
in which again three categories were defined: cor-
rect, wrong and invalid entity. The latter category
is defined when no entity to link exists within the
span. The results for all evaluated systems can be
seen in Table 3. It is important to note here that
the columns presenting the ED results (”ED(ve)”
and ”ED(vp)”) show the accuracy of the ED only
on the correctly recognised entities, exact and par-
tially. In this way we want to assess the ED of
each system independently from its mention detec-
tion part. Column ”end-to-end EL” presents the
overall accuracy of each system and is the best in-
dicator for the performance of the whole system.
Since our custom data is not previously annotated,
we cannot formally analyse the recall of the entity
linking performed. However, we could infer an
estimated recall based on the results that we have
combined with the total number of annotations for
the whole dataset for each system (presented in

Lang Accuracy
ar 94.7
de 91.5
en 86.7
es 90
fa 94.6
ja 89.9
sr 94.9
ta 92.9
tr 90.7

micro 90.2
macro 91.8

Table 2: Reported results of mGenre model on Mewsli-9
dataset.

column ”Total number of annotations”). From the
results presented in 3 we can conclude the follow-
ing:

• SpaCy produces the highest number of anno-
tations, however also the highest number of
incorrect ones. The general performance of
the SpaCy + mGENRE system on the manu-
ally annotated annotations is also lowest. We
assume that the recall for the system is quite
high, however its low accuracy makes it less
reliable in comparison to the other two sys-
tems.

• When linking exactly extracted entities,
mGENRE performs very well and combined
with EBD achieves results comparable with
the ones reported in the paper (around 90% ac-
curacy). In a combination with SpaCy, on the
other hand it performs worse (80% accuracy).
We suspect the reason is that SpaCy detects
many annotations of types date and cardinal,
which are then wrongly linked to unrelated
Wikidata items by mGENRE. mGENRE also
works well with partial entities (around 80%
in both systems) which is a good indicator that
mGENRE is capable of ”fixing” errors with
respect to the extraction of the mention.

• EBD has a very low score when considering
the exact matches (66%), however it achieves
a very good result of over 90% correctly recog-
nised entities when we loosen the restriction
on correctness and allow partially matched
entities. The overall performance of the EBD-
mGENRE systems in terms of accuracy is also
satisfactory (75%), but notably lower than the
overall accuracy achieve by Wikifier (86%).
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EL System NER (e) NER (p) ED (ve) ED (vp) end-to-end EL Total number of annotations
WF 88,5 99 93,2 88,3 87,5 482
SpaCy 62 79,5 81,2 78 63 2398
EBD 66 92 90 82 75,5 618

Table 3: Accuracy in % for all end-to-end EL systems for each step. The first column is the name of the EL
system, WF for Wikifier, SpaCy for SpaCy + mGENRE, and EBD for EBD + mGENRE. Column NER(e) shows
the percentage of exactly recognised entities, column NER(p)- partially recognised entities. Columns ED(ve) and
ED(vp) describe the results for the Entity Disambiguation part for valid exactly recognised and valid partially
recognised entities, respectively. The column end-to-end EL shows the overall performance of the system and the
last column presents the total number of annotations for each model on all documents.

• Wikifier achieves the best accuracy results in
single components of the system and also end-
to-end. This result is expected since Wikifier
is not a true EL system. It does not link a
concrete part of the text (mention) to an entity
in a KB, but instead it sees the text as a whole
and finds Wikipedia article which are related
to the it. Wikifier, however, produces the low-
est number of annotations overall (482) which
means the inferred upper bound on recall is
quite low (e.g. we estimate EBD annotated 90
additional accurate concepts over the dataset).

• We also noticed that Wikifier has difficulties
detecting entities in short text. For 11 of the 90
documents, Wikifier produced no annotations.
All these 11 documents are short documents
(one or two sentences) in English. For compar-
ison the other two systems found annotations
in 87 (EBD + mGENRE) and 90 (SpaCy +
mGENRE) documents.

• EBD + mGENRE seems like a good balance
between precision and recall. However, its
law accuracy requires further improvement.

5.3 Effect mGENRE Linking Threshold

t -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5
missed 11.9 6.6 4.6 1.3
fixed 77.1 66.7 58.3 50

Table 4: Comparison of the trade off between correct
missed and wrong fixed for different mGENRE thresh-
olds. The ”missed” row analyses the percentage of
correctly recognised (both exact and partial) and linked
entities which would be discarded for each threshold
value presented in the columns. The ”fixed” column
present the percentage of the wrongly extracted or linked
entities which are discarded when applying the corre-
sponding threshold.

Further analysis suggests a method to improve
the accuracy of the EBD + mGENRE system.
Alongside the best linking candidate, mGENRE
also returns a score. We decided to experiment
with a threshold for this score and discard all an-
notations which return a score below the threshold.
We hope to remove wrongly detected (or linked)
entities while not losing many of the correctly rec-
ognized and linked ones. Table 4 presents the trade
off between the discarded correct entities (column
”missed”) and the removed wrongly detected or
linked entities (”column fixed”) for various thresh-
olds. Our result show a clear connection between
mGENRE score and correctness of the detected
entities. We conclude that mGENRE is capable
of fixing errors of the entity detection method it is
combined with.

Table 6 presents the number of right an wrong an-
notations from the mGENRE system after the enti-
ties were discarded by the corresponding threshold
as well as the system overall accuracy in each case.
It is clear that with the implementation of the thresh-
old, the EBD + mGENRE approach can match or
even exceed the accuracy of Wikifier(87.5%).

With the discarded entities, the total number of
annotations also declines. Table 6 shows expected
number of annotations produced each threshold.
We see that for t=-0.3 the EBD + mGENRE system
has higher precision than Wikifier, for t=-0.5 it has
a higher recall but for t=-0.4 it has the best trade-off
in accuracy and recall with more annotations and
higher accuracy than Wikifier.

6 Discussion

Our comparison between Wikifier and mGenre
with respect to entity disambiguation shows that
mGenre outperforms Wikifier on Mewsli-9. How-
ever, the linking accuracy of Wikifier is compara-
ble to one reported for mGenre and the difference
comes from the ER step. Based on analysis of the
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t -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 none
Accuracy 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.75
Annotations (right) 133 141 144 149 151
Annotations (wrong) 11 16 20 24 48

Table 5: Accuracy of the end-to-end performance of the EBD + mGENRE system for different values of the
mGENRE score. ”Annotations (right)” and ”Annotations (wrong)” present the number of correct and wrong
annotations after applying the threshold in each case.

t -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 none Wikifier
total number of annotations 404 455 493 527 618 482
number of expected correct annotations 371 404 428 453 463 419

Table 6: Accuracy of the end-to-end performance of the system for different values of the mGENRE score.
”Annotations (right)” and ”Annotations (wrong)” present the number of correct and wrong annotations after the by
the threshold discarded annotations in each case.

overall performance of the three end-to-end sys-
tems, we conclude that SpaCy + mGENRE is the
least reliable systems due to its very low accuracy
and the fact that it detects many more mentions than
the other two systems cannot overcome this issue.
The other two systems both produce satisfactory
results with each of them having different advan-
tages and disadvantages. Wikifier has high accu-
racy for all components of the system but performs
rather poorly on short texts and produces fewer
annotations overall. EBD + mGENRE combined
with a threshold achieves slightly higher accuracy
than Wikifier while detecting more entities but the
threshold selection is not part of the current training
process. It also performs well on short texts while
having some difficulties extracting entities from
longer texts. EBD itself achieves underwhelming
results when considering only exact matches, how-
ever including partial matches, the performance
significantly improves. Fortunately, mGENRE is
capable of ”fixing” entity boundary detection errors
and thus boosting the overall performance of the
system. Improvements in the entity detection is the
most promising approach for improving the overall
solution.

7 Conclusion and Further Work

In this paper we attempted to explore and compare
different end-to-end entity linking systems. Apart
from testing existing systems, we also build our
own solutions as a combination of the state-of-the-
art entity disambiguation model mGENRE with
suitable named entity recognition or entity bound-
ary detection methods. Our results show that Wik-
ifier is capable of entity disambiguation which is

slightly worse that the one achieved by mGENRE.
On the other hand its performance with respect to
entity recognition is not satisfactory and requires
significant improvement.

Another significant outcome of our work is that
a combination of entity boundary detection method
with mGENRE and threshold filtering achieves the
best overall performance on our custom dataset. In
terms of Entity Disambiguation, mGENRE demon-
strates comparably high results to the ones reported,
which is an indicator for its reliability. Based on the
separate results for entity (boundary) recognition
and entity linking, we conclude that the perfor-
mance of mGENRE regarding correctly detected
entities (boundaries) is quite satisfactory and can
be applied in real world applications.

For the improvement of the recall and precision
of the end-to-end solution, improvements in the
entity extraction is recommended. A possible fu-
ture research direction in this field could be us-
ing Large Language Models, LLMs (Zhao et al.,
2023) for named entity recognition (as proposed
in (Wang et al., 2023), (Ashok and Lipton, 2023)).
Apart from that, very recently, a transformer-based,
end-to-end, one-pass multilingual system BELA
(Plekhanov et al., 2023) was released. A compari-
son of this system to the solutions explored in this
work would also be valuable.
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